
What Makes  a  Great  Tra iner

N i c k  T u m m i n e l l o ’ s



Provide Motivation and Inspiration

• This is surely part of the personal trainer's responsibility.

You're not going to get very far as a personal trainer unless:

• People like being around you

• You're relatable

• Communicate well

• They enjoy the environment and experience you provide.



Going Beyond the Emotional Aspect

• This job isn't just about how you motivate people.

• It's also about what you're motivating them to do in the first place.



What Is a Personal Trainer?

An exercise prescription expert. 



It’s Not Just Being an Exercise Encyclopedia

• Simply knowing a wide variety of exercise variations, and how to properly 
perform/coach them, is NOT what makes for a great personal trainer. 

If that's all you bring to the table, there's nothing that separates you from the 

everyday exercise enthusiast who has memorized how to perform a bunch of 

exercises from videos, websites, magazines, and books.



What separates a great trainer from a not-so-great one, 
or a great trainer from an exercise enthusiast is:

• Long hours spent analyzing 
exercises, the principles of 
training, and biomechanics. 

• Then, more long hours trying 
them out in the gym and 

with clients. 

• Then, still more long hours 

analyzing what worked and 
what didn't, and learning 
from what you've seen.

• Knowing what exercises not to 

do based on a client's 

individual ability, physiological 

framework, medical profile, 

etc.

• Knowing how to utilize, 

prioritize, and organize 

exercises (i.e., program design) 

to create a training stimulus to 

achieve specific adaptations.

This is 

what you 

can only 

learn 

through



Expertise in Exercise Prescription

If you want to provide real value, you must possess more expertise in:

• The individualization of exercises

• The application of exercises

• The organization and prioritization of exercises



Exercise Memorizers vs. Analyzers

• Possessing a high level of exercise prescription expertise is not determined by 

memorizing a bunch of exercises or following a specific training model. 

• It’s determined by how well you utilize the universal principles of training.

The ability to know how to precisely apply, individualize, organize and prioritize 

exercises comes from being great at analyzing exercises based on the universal 

principles of training (e.g., specificity, overload, etc.) and biomechanics.



• Will look at a training program 
and say it’s ‘good’ or ‘bad’ simply 
because it does or does not use 

certain exercises or fit into the 
given training model they are 

biased toward.

• Puts training methods before 
training principles. 

• Gets caught up with what an 
“expert” or athlete says and does 

with certain exercises. 

• Holds no allegiance to a given 
training method or a fanaticism 
about certain types of exercises.

• Uses the universal principles of 
training (e.g., specificity, overload, 

etc.) and biomechanics to guide 
program design.

• Understands the reality that 
resistance exercise is just a way to 
put force across joints.

The Exercise Memorizer The Exercise Analyzer



A great trainer is very bad at fanaticizing about certain exercises, and 

really good at analyzing all exercises! 

A great trainer today will have the same qualities as a great trainer will 

have 10, 20, 50 and 100+ years from now because the universal 

principles of training and biomechanics never go out-of-date.




